
MASTER THESIS DEFENCE COMMITTEE UK

A thesis or dissertation is a document submitted in support of candidature for an academic The term graduate thesis is
sometimes used to refer to both master's theses . A thesis or dissertation committee is a committee that supervises a
student's . Some public universities have both British and US style PhD programs.

To complete Master's studies, a candidate must write magistrsko delo Master's thesis that is longer and more
detailed than the undergraduate thesis. You could think of any weaknesses as an opportunity to demonstrate
your skill at critical appraisal. The viva preparation checklist may be useful to help you prepare. In the case of
a master's degree by research the thesis is usually examined by only two examiners. In general, those three
terms are usually called as tugas akhir final assignment , which is mandatory for the completion of a degree.
North America[ edit ] In North America, the thesis defense or oral defense is the final examination for doctoral
candidates, and sometimes for master's candidates. Wearing ceremonial gowns, PhD graduates are called up
on stage to accept their degrees. Usually, one examiner is an academic from the candidate's own university
department but not one of the candidate's supervisors and the other is an external examiner from a different
university. Most students with bachelor's degrees continue onto master's programmes which end with a
master's thesis called diplomski rad literally "diploma work" or "graduate work". The Committee will decide
what revisions, if any, will be required before the dissertation can be considered fully acceptable. Any thesis
which, without the prior permission of the Degree Committee, exceeds the permitted limit of length will be
referred back to the candidate before being forwarded to the examiners. In addition, the presentation of the
research project will help the candidate choose their primary thesis adviser. Candidates must submit with the
thesis a signed statement giving the length of the thesis. In other countries, including the UK, the oral
examination is usually conducted behind closed doors by at least two examiners, usually with at least one
being from another institution external examiner and an expert in your topic of research. Examination process
and viva The University of Edinburgh 27 Sep What happens after you submit your thesis. Divinity The thesis
is not to exceed 80, words for the PhD degree and the MLitt degree, including footnotes, references and
appendices but excluding bibliography. Undergraduate students usually begin to write their final assignment in
their third, fourth or fifth enrollment year, depends on the requirements of their respective disciplines and
universities. The undergraduate thesis is called skripsi, while the doctoral dissertation is called disertasi. In
some countries or institutions, the convention is for thesis defences to be public events where you will give a
lecture explaining your research, followed by a discussion with a panel of examiners opponents. In such cases,
you must make an application to the Degree Committee as early as possible -and no later than three months
before it is proposed to submit the thesis, having regard to the dates of the Degree Committee meetings.
During the viva Your study will have strengths and weaknesses: it is essential that you are prepared to discuss
both. Your institution may offer courses on viva preparation and there may be opportunities to organise a
practice viva. The Committee charges the Research Supervisor to verify that the required changes have been
made.


